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1. How easy was it to access pornography when you were a teen? 
2. What sorts of challenges do kids face today because of technology? 

How is it different from your own childhood? 
3. “It is not an overstatement to say that in today’s world, porn has 

become the norm.” What is your first reaction when you read that 
statement? What fears well up as you think about raising your 
children in a world where “porn has become the norm”? 

4. “While current research suggests there are many parents concerned 
about these topics, the same research also shows this concern 
doesn’t translate into action.” On a scale of 1-5, with 1 being “We 
never talk about appropriate use of technology” and 5 being “We 
consistently have family conversations about appropriate use of 
technology,” how would you rate your level of action on digital topics? 

5. Ephesians 5:13 says, “But when anything is exposed by the light, it 
becomes visible.” Why is it important to keep technology use in the 
light? 

6. Former lads’ magazine editor Martin Daubney came to this 
conclusion, “By talking to them, they stand a chance. If we stick our 
head in the sand, we are fooling only ourselves.” How prepared do 
you feel for having conversations about appropriate use of 
technology, including pornography? 

7. 1 Peter 5:8, “stay alert! Watch out for your great enemy, the devil. He 
prowls around like a roaring lion, looking for someone to devour.” 
When Peter says, “stay alert!” What do you think he means? How 
does this relate to technology and your family? When Peter refers to 
the enemy as a lion, again, why is this an apt correlation to 
technology? 

8. Take a look at the 3 Actions to Take in the Next 24 Hours and 
discuss how they could apply to your family. 

 
There are 3 specific actions you can take after watching this video. 
Can you do these in the next 24 hours? 
 
1. Read this blog post: How to Talk to a 5-year-old About Pornography. 

In it, you will find practical examples of how parents have a 
conversation about what can be an awkward conversation. 
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2. Consider purchasing a book like Good Pictures Bad Pictures to help 
you facilitate the conversation about pornography. This book can be 
purchased at protectyoungeyes.com/resources. Additionally, commit 
to having an open and frequent conversation with your children not 
just about why pornography is bad, but also explain why God’s design 
for sex is amazing. Luke Gilkerson’s book, Having the Talk is an 
excellent place to begin. This book can be purchased at 
protectyoungeyes.com/resources. 

3. Purchase a filtering service that covers EVERY internet-ready device 
in your home. Those that we recommend include Mobicip (Android, 
Chromebooks), Bark (Instagram and Snapchat), Forcefield (Apple 
devices), and Covenant Eyes (for older teens and adults). Read 
about each and see which is right for you! 

 
GO! You can do this! 
 


